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4. Experimental setup

4.1 Introduction

The study of the pionic fusion at subthreshold energies requires to efficiently measure a
very small cross section with a few tens of nano barn. In a novel experimental approach,
we study the pionic fusion in the 6Li(4He,π0)10B∗ reaction by exclusive pion production in
overdetermined kinematics. This goal required a suitable combination of detector systems
that allow us to measure an emitted pion and a residual nucleus in coincidence. Requiring
this unique experimental condition, one can guarantee clean and truly exclusive data
providing the angular distribution of pions. We studied this exclusive two-body reaction,
with unprecedented accuracy by configuring and exploiting a detector combination at the
AGOR cyclotron. This experimental setup allows to measure an emitted pion as well
as the resulting fusion product. For the detection of low-momentum neutral pions, we
used the spherically symmetric Plastic Ball detector (PB). Since the neutral pion is not
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stable (mean life = (8.4± 0.6)·10−17 s) and immediately decays to two photons with a
probability of 98.8%, the Plastic Ball detector is used to detect two photons. In order
to improve the detector response and efficiency for photons, the Plastic Ball is equipped
inside the hollow sphere with the Inner Shell (IS). Also for the detection and identification
of ions, a specially designed array of Heavy Ion detectors (HI) has been used. This array
was placed in the vacuum chamber just in front of the nominal focal plane of the Big-Bite
Spectrometer (BBS) [54]. A cross-section view of the used experimental setup is shown in
figure 4.1.

4.2 The KVI facility

The heart of the KVI facility is the super conducting cyclotron Accelerateur Groningen-
ORsay, AGOR [41, 42], which has been constructed and built in collaboration with IPN
Orsay, France. The cyclotron magnet is built with super conducting coils that can produce
magnetic fields up to 4 T. Due to the super conducting coils, a compact design was
possible such that the three-sector cyclotron has a pole diameter of 1.88 m with accelerating
electrodes placed within the pole valleys. The maximum energy for the acceleration of
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heavy ions depends on the charge/mass ratio, Q/A. Figure 4.2 shows the operational
diagram from which one can obtain the available energies for different Q/A ratios. The
maximum energy for Q/A = 1/2 is about 95 MeV/u and the energy of the 4He beam in
the present experiment was 59.1 MeV/u. An axial beam line is used to guide ions into the
cyclotron. There are three external ion sources in use. A multi-cusp source, capable of
producing hydrogen and helium ions, was used in our experiment. The beam current was
monitored using a well shielded Faraday Cup (FC). The typical range of the beam current
used for the experiment was from 1 to 4 nA depending on fluctuations in the intensity
of the source as well as the efficiency of the data acquisition and capability of the setup
to function properly under high rates. In addition to the multi-cusp source, the facility
is equipped with an ECR ion source, which is used to produce different highly-ionised
heavy-ion beams and with a polarised ion source that can deliver polarised proton and
deuteron beams. Figure 4.3 shows the floor plan of the facility with the beam lines and
the experimental setups. The Plastic Ball, the Inner Shell, the Heavy Ion detector and
the BBS are placed at the end of the so-called s-line. While this is the first experiment at
KVI in which the Inner Shell and the Heavy Ion detector were used, the Plastic Ball has
been a part of many experimental studies concerned mainly with hadronic interactions in
the few-body systems. The BBS is positioned on the right side of the Plastic Ball (PB).
The BBS and the Plastic Ball have been used in the coincidence mode.

4.3 The 6Li target

In this experiment we have used a solid 6Li target that was prepared in the KVI target
laboratory and was positioned at the centre of the Plastic Ball. The 6Li target was made
in a cuboid geometry with a thickness of 37.45 µm and 16 mm wide by 12 mm high,
much larger than the beam spot which is a few mm in diameter. The nominal thickness of
the 6Li target was 2 mg/cm2. To prevent oxidation, the 6Li target was kept in an argon
atmosphere during the preparation process and the transport to the vacuum chamber.
Since the pressure of 1 mbar is the starting point for the oxidation, the pressure of the
target was held below 0.001 mbar. Section 5.4.4 will explain that during the experiment
some parts of the 6Li target were oxidised. The positioning of the beam spot at the centre
of the target was controlled by monitoring the fluorescent ZnS target with an IR camera.
Also an empty frame was used to check for background originating from the beam-halo
hitting the target cell material. For the calibration purposes, another 6Li target with a
nominal thickness of 4 mg/cm2 and a 12C target with a nominal thickness of 0.2 mg/cm2

were used. The targets were mounted on a target ladder. The vertical position of the
target was adjusted by using a remote control (see Fig. 4.4).

4.4 The Plastic Ball Detector

The Plastic Ball [55] which was initially built for light-fragment detection in heavy-ion
collisions at the Bevalac in Berkeley, is a highly segmented 4π detector system consisting
of E-∆E telescopes (see Fig. 4.5-(a) and -(b)) configured in a hollow ball structure (see
Fig. 4.5-(c)). The Plastic Ball is split into two hemispheres, namely the forward and
the backward hemispheres, which are placed in such a way that the equatorial plane is
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Figure 4.4: Details of the target setup.

perpendicular to the beam direction. A structure supporting both hemispheres is mounted
on rails allowing movement of the hemispheres and an easy access to the target chamber
placed inside (Fig. 4.5-(c)). In its original setup the solid angle coverage of the detector
was 97% of 4π. However, for the present experiment, a rearrangement of the detector setup
was required to accommodate the Big-Bite Spectrometer and the Heavy Ion detector at
forward angles. In addition, a number of detector modules have been taken out from the
top of the forward hemisphere where the connections for vacuum pipes and cooling liquid
for the liquid Helium target were placed. After all those rearrangements, 552 detector
modules covering 77% of 4π solid angle and polar angles between 50◦ and 160◦ were used:
340 on the backward hemisphere covering polar angles between 90◦ and 160◦ and 212 on
the forward hemisphere covering polar angles between 50◦ and 90◦ (see Fig. 4.6).

The Plastic Ball detector module

The geometrical shape of the detector modules is a triangular prism. By putting 11
different shapes together, it is possible to entirely fill up a hollow ball structure. This
geometrical design was taken from the Crystal Ball detector [56]. The outer and inner
radii of the sphere are 614 mm and 254 mm, respectively, and modules are arranged in
11 rings. Looking from the target, each module has a thin layer of scintillating material
in front of the thick layer, which forms a E −∆E phoswich detector module and covers a
solid angle of about 17.45 msr. Choosing scintillating materials with different signal decay
times, it is possible to glue both scintillators together and collect the scintillating light
with one photomultiplier. The main reason for using a E − ∆E phoswich telescope is a
good particle identification.
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the complete array of the Heavy Ion detector are presented, respectively.
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geometry of the Inner Shell detector modules, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 4.5-(a) and -(b), the modules are built from a 4 mm thin layer of
CaF2 crystal measuring the energy loss (∆E) of the detected particles and a 356 mm
thick plastic scintillator equivalent to about 1.2 radiation lengths measuring the residual
energy (E) deposited in the detector module. The plastic scintillator acts as a light-guide
for the CaF2 crystal. The photomultiplier (2202 AMPEREX) is mounted directly to a
light-guide which is glued to the plastic scintillator. Characteristic decay times are 1 µs
for the CaF2 and 10 ns for the plastic scintillator. The common signal with different decay
times can be separated by pulse-shape analysis in the way that the charge collected at
the anode of the phototube is integrated within two different time windows (narrow- and
wide-gate windows). In our case, the gates of the narrow and wide components were 133
ns and 944 ns, respectively, which were responsible to integrate the produced light output
in the plastic scintillator (E) and the total produced light output in the detector module
(E + ∆E), respectively. According to the Monte-Carlo simulations, neutral particles like
photons have a low probability (in case of photons this possibility is < 5%) to deposit
energy in the CaF2 due to the fact that the CaF2 is very thin. Consequently, while
plotting E + ∆E as a function of E, photons appear on a line at 45◦, while charged
particles appear in regions well separated from that line (see Fig. 5.3). In high-energy
high-multiplicity measurements [57], the Plastic Ball was found to have excellent particle
identification properties. In pionic fusion measurements, the possibility to discriminate
between photons and charged particles coming from the cosmic muon spectrum and other
sources is a condition required for a successful measurement.
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4.5 The Inner Shell detector

The depth of the Plastic Ball modules is equivalent to about one radiation length which
is marginal for an efficient detection of photons with energies up to 120 MeV. In order to
improve the detector response for photons, the Plastic Ball is equipped inside the hollow
sphere of 50.8 cm diameter with a hemisphere of CsI(Tl) detectors, the Inner Shell, acting
as active converter with a thickness of 5 cm equivalent to about 2.7 radiation lengths
(Fig. 4.5-(f)). The individual 64 CsI(Tl) detectors have three different hexagonal and
one pentagonal cross section, corresponding to the substructure of the Plastic Ball, in
order to cover the backward acceptance of 2π steradian (Fig. 4.5-(d) and -(e)). Every
Inner Shell hexagonal-shaped module is positioned in front of (as seen from the target) 6
Plastic Ball modules. The inner and outer radii of the Inner Shell are 147.5 mm and 212.5
mm, respectively. CsI(Tl) is a slow scintillator with average decay time of about 1 µs for
photons. Since the decay time of the CsI(Tl) is in the same range as for the CaF2, to
integrate the light output of the Inner Shell modules, an integration gate with the width
of 944 ns has been applied. The photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R7400U) is glued to the
CsI(Tl) scintillator.

In order to study the response of the Inner Shell modules for photons, two measure-
ments have been performed. The first measurement used 4.4 MeV photons originating
from an AmBe source. The energy resolution for 4.4 MeV photons was found around 30%
FWHM (Fig. 4.7-(b)). The second measurement was done by the SCIONIX company [58]
which delivered the Inner Shell detector. They used 662 keV photons originating from a
137Cs source and found the energy resolution of 26.7% FWHM (Fig. 4.7-(a)). The granu-
larity of the Inner Shell setup is about 99 msr. According to the Monte-Carlo simulations,
charged particles in the range of energies that were produced in our experiment, deposit
all their energy in the Inner Shell. As result, mainly photons can reach the Plastic Ball
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detector modules that are positioned in the backward acceptance of the setup. During the
experiment, the Plastic Ball and the Inner Shell detectors were covered from the external
light. The schematic layout of the Inner Shell modules on top of the Plastic Ball detector
scheme is shown in Fig. 4.6. Triangles, H1, H2, H3 and P are representing the Plastic
Ball modules, three different hexagonal geometries of the Inner Shell modules and one
pentagonal geometry of the Inner Shell modules, respectively. The region which is marked
as “Target equipments” represents the position of the target equipments. Therefore, there
was no Plastic Ball module positioned in that region.
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4.6 The Plastic Ball and the Inner Shell data acquisition

The readout of the Plastic Ball and the Inner Shell scintillators is performed via standard
CAMAC and NIM modules and some dedicated electronic modules. The schematic dia-
gram is shown in Fig. 4.8. The photomultiplier signal is split into two signals. One signal
is sent through long cables (equivalent to 555 ns delay). This signal goes to a second
splitter. In case of the Plastic Ball, the two signals obtained from the second splitter
are connected to the two charge-integrating ADCs (Analog-to-Digital Converter modules:
LeCroy 2282B, system processor: 2280, 12 bits resolution, range: 1024 channel, dynamic
range: -1000 pC). To separate the fast scintillator component from the total signal, differ-
ent integration gates have been applied. In case of the Inner Shell detector, no pulse-shape
analysis was planned and modules consist of only one scintillator material. Therefore af-
ter the second splitter, only one copy of the signal was used and connected to the ADC
(LeCroy 2282B, system processor: 2280).

The other signal from the first splitter was sent to the Ball-Boxes (BB). These dedicated
electronic modules were originally constructed for high-multiplicity measurements and to
achieve sensitivity to hit-clusters on the trigger level. Each electronic module can accept up
to eight input signals which are fed to leading-edge discriminators. In our experiment, the
initial signals were fed into the Ball Box modules in clusters of seven (mainly), six and five
neighbouring detectors. The digital output of every channel was sent to start the Plastic
Ball and the Inner Shell TDCs (module: LeCroy 4298, controller: 4291A 32 drift chamber
TDC) for every individual detector. Moreover, every module produces a multiplicity
signal which is proportional to the number of scintillators hit. These multiplicity signals
are further discriminated and ORed to make the signal “Plastic Ball OR”. The “Plastic
Ball OR” signal was used to produce the Plastic Ball trigger in the single and coincidence
modes, which will be explained in Section 4.10. In this experiment, the Plastic Ball trigger
in the single mode was applied to generate gates for the ADCs of the Plastic Ball and the
Inner Shell and to produce a common stop for the Plastic Ball and the Inner Shell TDCs.
A VME AXP computer was used to initialise and read out the data using a CAMAC
branch driver (CSE CBD 8210). The high-voltage was supplied to the photomultipliers
using three LeCroy High Voltage 1440 mainframes providing negative high-voltages to the
individual photomultiplier tubes.

4.7 The Big-Bite Spectrometer

The spectrometer is a QQD-type magnetic spectrometer with a K-value of 430 MeV, a
solid angle up to 13 msr and the momentum-bite acceptance up to 25% (i.e. particles with
a magnetic rigidity deviating less than 12.5% from the nominal rigidity are accepted in
the spectrometer). There are three possible operation modes which differ in the positions
of the quadrapole doublet with respect to the scattering chamber. The closer the doublet
is to the scattering chamber, the larger the solid angle and the smaller the momentum
acceptance. For this experiment, the spectrometer was used in the mode called “B” which
has the momentum-bite acceptance of 19% (see Table 4.1). The region between the target
and the entrance window of the BBS was held in a vacuum with the pressure of less than
10−5 mbar. The design of the entrance region of the spectrometer allows enough free
space around the scattering chamber for the user to set up large detection systems for the
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Table 4.1: Design parameters of the Big-Bite Spectrometer in mode B.

maximum solid angle 9.2 msr
maximum horizontal opening angle 66 mrad (3.80◦)
maximum vertical opening angle 140 mrad (8.03◦)
maximum bite ∆p/p0 19 %
Dispersion D 2.54 cm/%
Horizontal magnification Mx -0.45
Vertical magnification My -10.1
Bending limit K 430 MeV
Optimum resolution ∆E/E 4×10−4

Radius of curvature 220 cm
Maximum dipole field 1.4 T
Distance target-entrance aperture 81.7 cm
Distance target-entrance Q1 114 cm

measurement of decay products in coincidence with ejectiles measured in the focal-plane
detection system. In addition, the magnets are designed such that the high-momentum
side of the spectrometer can be used either as a beam-dump area or to allow a free passage
for the direct beam from the cyclotron into the well-shielded external beam dump. These
design features and the three different operation modes make this spectrometer a unique
instrument that can be used for many different experiments in nuclear physics.

4.8 The Heavy Ion detector

For the detection and identification of ions with 1≤Z≤10 and with energies of 7 - 43 AMeV,
a specially designed array of Heavy Ion detectors has been used. This array was placed
in the vacuum chamber in front of the nominal focal plane of the Big-Bite Spectrometer.
The Heavy Ion detector array consists of 60 CsI(Tl)/Plastic phoswich scintillators in a
segmented layer. Among the 60 modules, 58 of them were successfully used in the exper-
iment. Scintillators are arranged in two parallel rows, 30 of them are positioned in the
upper row with their photomultipliers pointing upwards and 30 of them are positioned in
the lower row with their photomultipliers pointing downwards (see Fig. 4.5-(i)). Each of
the phoswich detectors has a cuboid geometry consisting of CsI(Tl) crystal with a size of 4
cm × 1.3 cm × 1.3 cm (slow signal component) and a 80 µm Polystyrene based thin plas-
tic scintillator (fast signal component) on top of the CsI(Tl) crystal. Plastic scintillators
measure the energy loss of ions (∆E), while the CsI(Tl) scintillators measure the residual
energy deposition (E) in the module. Looking from the target in the beam direction, every
module is oriented vertically such that its dimensions in the horizontal and the vertical
directions are 1.3 cm and 4 cm, respectively. The modules are positioned such that the
angle of incidence of the particles is nearly perpendicular to the front face of the modules.
The distance between the front face of the module and the focal plane is almost identical
for all modules.

In order to keep the complete array thin, photomultipliers are oriented vertically per-
pendicular to the particle entrance. The vertical size of the array, the number of modules
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in the array and the position of the array with respect to the BBS magnets were specially
designed in order to cover the total momentum range of the fusion products that enter
the Big-Bite Spectrometer in mode “B” and to achieve the desired energy, momentum
and position resolutions. In a commissioning experiment, a 14.3 AMeV 12C beam on a
197Au target was used. Using the peak from elastic scattering at θlab=14

◦±2
◦

, energy res-
olutions of 1.7% FWHM and 1.9% FWHM from the wide- and narrow-gate integrations,
respectively, were found (see Fig. 4.9). The kinematic broadening and target straggling
contribute 370 keV to the measured widths.

The Heavy Ion detector data acquisition

The photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R647, gain 106, 2.5 ns rise time) is 71±2 mm long with
a standard 13 mm diameter and is mounted directly to a light-guide which is vertically
glued to the horizontal surface of the scintillator (Figs. 4.5-(g), 4.5-(h) and 4.10). Every
detector module produces a composed signal which can be separated into two components.
The photomultiplier signal is preamplified before it is sent to the readout electronics. The
readout of the Heavy Ion scintillators is performed via standard TAPS modules [59]. The
schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 4.8. The photomultiplier signal after amplification
is split into two signals. One signal is sent through long cables (equivalent to 375 ns
delay) and fed to charge-to-digital converters, QDCs (TAPS module: GANELEC 1612F,
controller: GANELEC 1302 type A-2, range: 4096 channel, dynamic range: 320 pC). Since
the typical decay times are 3 ns for the plastic and 1100 ns for the CsI(Tl) scintillators,
it is possible to separate the fast and the slow scintillator components for the pulse shape
analysis by applying different integration gates to the electric signal.
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The other signal from the splitter was used as input for the Leading-Edge Discriminator
(LED: TAPS 1600). There are two outputs from the discriminator. One is sent to the
RDV, gate and delay generator (TAPS 8/16 A), to generate the gates. The module RDV
8/16 is a variable gate and delay generator housed in a CAMAC unit. This unit is specially
suited to generate narrow and wide integration gates for the QDC 1612F. The output of
the RDV is split into two copies. One copy goes to the QDCs to be used for the integration
of the signal and another copy provides the stop for the Heavy Ion TDCs (GANELEC
812F) for every individual detector. Another output of the discriminator is ORed to make
the signal “Heavy Ion OR”. There are two copies of the “Heavy Ion OR”: one copy was
directly connected to the trigger box and produced the Heavy Ion trigger in the single
mode and the second copy was sent to the coincidence box to check the coincidence of
the Heavy Ion and the Plastic Ball signals. The output of the Heavy Ion trigger in the
coincidence mode was used to start the Heavy Ion TDCs in the common mode. We have
applied a narrow gate of 117 ns to obtain the response of the plastic scintillator component
(∆E) and a wide gate of 1115 ns to charge-integrate the complete signal (E+∆E). In this
case, the wide gate overlaps with the narrow gate. One computer was used for the Plastic
Ball data acquisition and the Heavy Ion data acquisition. The high voltage was supplied
to the photomultipliers using a CAEN High Voltage mainframe operating for positive high
voltages.

4.9 Pedestal subtraction

Charge-integrating digitising electronics usually produces a non-zero offset value even when
no signal is present. This is caused by a small calibrated DC offset at the QDC input and is
called the pedestal. The pedestal value of the QDC output is an effective offset. In order to
correct for this offset, the pedestal values were measured and recorded periodically during
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the data acquisition process from a ”pedestal run”, when no signals were generated at the
inputs of the QDCs. During the data acquisition, these pedestals were subtracted from
their respective QDC channels, in the event-by-event mode.

4.10 Data stream

In the data stream, all the digitised data from the three different sources, namely, the
Plastic Ball detector, the Inner Shell detector and the Heavy Ion detector have been
recorded. Since the data acquisition is not fast enough to record all events that the
detectors register, and because many events stem from processes which are not interesting
for this work, events were selected on-line. This selection was implemented by the trigger
subsystem. In addition, all triggers were down-scaled so that the dead-time caused by
the readout electronics at the typical beam current was on average 49%. Each recorded
event represents a reaction that satisfied the predefined triggering conditions. Table 4.2
lists the type of information recorded for each detector system per event. In Table 4.3,

Table 4.2: The type of information recorded for three different sets of detectors, the Plastic Ball

detector, the Inner Shell detector and the Heavy Ion detector.

detector source information

time
Plastic Ball phoswich scintillator energy deposition (narrow-gate integration)

(CaF2+plastic) energy deposition (wide-gate integration)

Inner Shell scintillator time
(CsI(Tl)) energy deposition (wide-gate integration)

time
Heavy Ion phoswich scintillator energy deposition (narrow-gate integration)

(CsI(Tl)+plastic) energy deposition (wide-gate integration)
momentum of ion using module position

the definitions of the triggers used in the present experiment are listed. The goal of the
pionic fusion experiments was to focus on the coherence of the pion production at energies
just a few MeV above the coherent threshold. In order to exclude background events from
the other channels leading to pion production, we measured particle coincidences with
ions in the momentum range expected for 10B. The Plastic Ball, the Inner Shell and the
Heavy Ion detector were able to collect data independently (single mode) or in coincidence.
The condition for the Plastic Ball trigger in the single mode was that the number of hits
(NPB,ALL) in the plastic or the CaF2 scintillators must be larger than 0. To trigger the
Inner Shell events in the single mode, the same condition has been applied (NIS > 0).
For the time calibration, the Plastic Ball-single and the Inner Shell-single triggers were
used. The condition for the Heavy Ion detector trigger in the single mode was that the
number of hits (NHI) in the plastic or CsI(Tl) scintillators must be larger than 0. The
Heavy Ion-single trigger was used to calibrate time and energy of the Heavy Ion detector.
To study the 6Li(4He,π0)10B∗ reaction, the main trigger was made by ANDing the Heavy
Ion-single trigger and the “Plastic Ball OR” (NPB,BW > 0) trigger. The timing scheme
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Table 4.3: The rates of the data stream recorded at a typical beam current of 3 nA and 49%

dead-time. NPB,ALL (NPB,BW ) is the number of the Plastic Ball modules which have deposited

energy (in the backward acceptance) for one recorded event.

Trigger description rate (Hz) downscaling

NPB,BW > 0
6Li(4He,π0)10B∗ ∧ 180 1

NHI > 0

Plastic Ball single NPB,ALL > 0 4 29

Inner Shell single NIS > 0 17 29

Heavy Ion single NHI > 0 14 27

for the coincidence mode is shown in Fig. 4.11.
Since the major fraction of coincidences in the forward hemisphere of the Plastic Ball

is caused by charged particles, this part of the detector was not included into the “Plastic
Ball OR” trigger. In this way, pions which emitted both photons to the forward direction
of the setup, were not recorded in the coincidence mode. According to the Monte-Carlo
simulation, at the beam energy that was used in our experiment, only 1.8% of the produced
pions emit both photons in the forward acceptance. To determine properly the measured
cross section, the corresponding acceptance was taken into account. It was not necessary
to include the Inner Shell into the main trigger since almost all the emitted photons that
moved to the backward direction and hit the Inner Shell, entered the Plastic Ball as
well and already were included in the trigger. In this way, those photons that move to
the forward direction, where the target equipments are located, were not included in the
trigger condition. The corresponding correction was taken into account to calculate the
cross section (see Section 5.6).

In addition to data readout, a scaler readout was performed every second. The latter
was used for the on-line monitoring and later for checking and normalization. Scaler events
are composed of a number of scaler channels that are periodically read out. After each
read out, or every second, all scaler channels are reset. In our case, in addition to the
beam current, scalers (Lecroy 4434) recorded the number of different triggers before and
after down-scaling and dead-time in order to correct for the dead-time.
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PB splitter out

BB out

disc out

coincidence out

inhibit in

PB, IS signal

TDC stop

PB, IS ADC signal

PB, IS ADC gate

PB, IS TDC start

HI signals

HI QDC signal in

TRIGGER out

coincidence out

58 ns

21 ns

310 ns (with additional delay to match with the signal from the HI)

345 ns

470 ns

178 ns

135 ns

166 ns

310 ns

586 ns

555 ns

500 ns

90 ns

10

12

7

B @ 93.13 MeV

C @ 130 MeV

Be @ 115.06 MeV

0 ns, pionic fusion reaction time at target (time−zero)

Figure 4.11: Timing scheme of the experiment in the coincidence mode. The time origin is the

reaction time in the target. The gray area in the “PB, IS TDC start” signal indicates the time

jitter caused by generating the OR from many individual signals in the Ball Boxes.




